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Abstract

In this paper we present work in progress in the development of a complete machine simulator for the UltraSPARC, an implementation of the SPARC V9 architecture. The complexity of the UltraSPARC ISA presents many challenges in developing a reliable and yet reasonably efficient implementation of such a simulator. Our implementation includes a heavily object-oriented design for the simulator modules and infrastructure, caching of repeated computations for performance, adding an OS (system call) emulation mode to the simulator and a variety of testing strategies. An ultimate and critical goal in constructing such an artifact is to successfully boot an existing operating system from it; we describe techniques implemented so far, and outline the remaining work and issues, in order to achieve this goal.
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1 Introduction

Architectural performance analysis is an increasingly important technique in modern computer systems design (Bose & Comte 1998). Its main component is called simulation, where a model of the system is made; usually this model can reproduce the functional and, in the case of what is termed execution-driven simulation, the intended timing behaviour of the system. With the increasing popularity of medium to large scale symmetric multiprocessors (SMPs), the memory system is a potential bottleneck for the performance of many applications (Ranganathan, Gharachorloo, Adv & Barroso October 1996). Hence, simulation that can accurately analyse SMP memory performance is particularly important.

Most simulation tools can be classified as user-level simulators: these simulate the execution of a (user) process, emulating any system calls made on the target (simulated) computer using the operating system of the host computer (running the simulator). Complete machine simulators (Rosenblum, Herod, Witchel & Gupta 1995, Magnusson, Dahlgren, Grahm, Karlsson, Larsson, Lundholm, Moestedt, Nilsson, Stenstrum & Werner 1998) simulate the target computer from the boot stage, including all code executed by the PROM, the OS that is loaded by the PROM, and any processes subsequently created.

As the OS abstracts a vast amount of detail of the underlying computer system from an executing process, complete machine simulators are greatly more complex and difficult to construct than other performance analysis tools. On the other hand, a complete machine simulator can be used for: (1) analysing workloads, with full visibility into machine behaviour (i.e., collecting statistics on events that are unavailable for collection on real hardware), (2) OS development (including debugging: determinism can be ensured; also for performance tuning: it may be a better alternative to modifying the kernel to add instrumentation code), (3) perform simulation before the hardware exists, and (4) perform architectural studies with varied machine parameters.

Note that user-level simulators can partially satisfy requirements (1), (2) and (4). However, they cannot give any insight into the machine activity resulting from a process' system calls, nor even into the resulting interference of the operating system activity (Herod 1998) (e.g., cache and TLB pollution). DMA requests to devices, which typically occur within the kernel, cannot be captured by a user-level simulator. Generally, they can only simulate a single user process (or perhaps, by emulating thread creation, multiple threads within a process). Furthermore, user-level simulators cannot capture behaviour involving physical addresses, including accurate analysis of physically indexed caches, TLB misses and page faults. Finally, and most importantly for SMP simulation, the timing of memory operations by different CPUs affects the behaviour of lock acquisitions and barrier synchronisations, often a major source of overhead. These effects can only be accurately captured by an execution-driven complete machine simulator.

This paper introduces the Sun Slike simulator — a complete machine simulator for the UltraSPARC implementation (Sun Microsystems 1997) of the SPARC V9 processor architecture (Weaver & Germond 2000) — currently under development at the Australian National University. Its aim is to give accurate analysis of memory behaviour for operating systems code and kernel-intensive applications; especially of interest are threads interactions in the SMP context. It is based on the open-source Slike simulator infrastructure, developed recently at the University of New South Wales (Zadarnowski 2000) for the 64-bit MIPS processor.

There are various challenges in such an endeavour. Firstly, as for most complete machine simulators, it must emulate faithfully all of the functionality of the computer system visible to its operating system. Not only does this add complexity, this may require proprietary information (e.g., details of the PROM and motherboard). The simulator must also successfully boot the operating system (simulating possibly billions of instructions), thus requiring a very high degree of fidelity and accuracy in its implementation. Secondly, the 64-bit UltraSPARC ISA is large and complex, arguably much larger than the corresponding MIPS and even the Alpha ISAs, for which complete machine simulators have been more widely de-
developed. This is due to its requirement for compatibility with 32-bit SPARC V8, its large set of Address Space Identifiers (ASIs) for address translation and external register access, and the UltraSPARC special memory access and graphics instructions (Sun Microelectronics 1997). Thirdly, because of both of these factors, there is a need to improve simulator speed so that long execution sequences can be efficiently analysed. Thus the implementation of such a simulator requires the overcoming of many software engineering challenges; this paper describes the main approaches and techniques employed for doing this.

This paper is organised as follows. §2 presents a brief overview of related work. An overview of Sparc Sulinia is given in §3, including its modelling of the CPU. Aspects of memory system modelling are discussed in §4. The simulator’s OS Emulation model, which enables it to boot off a very simple kernel (‘nucleus’) is presented in §5, and the PROM interface (for booting the Linux kernel) is described in §6. Testing strategies for the simulator are described in §7. Finally, preliminary performance results are given in §8, with conclusions and future work discussed in §9.

2 Related Work

RSIM (Pai, Ranganathan & Advé 1997) is a user-level execution-driven SPARC simulator. It simulates the execution of ‘V8plus’ executables (which can be run on an UltraSPARC processor in 32-bit compatibility mode) and has a detailed CPU modelling (including pipelines and branch prediction) and detailed modelling of the memory system. SMP simulation can be used on programs using a restricted threads library, providing its source code is available.

There are few well-known complete machine simulators developed to date. Those suitable for analysing the memory behaviour of large workloads include SimOS (Rosemblum et al. 1995, Herrod 1998) (32-bit MIPS and 64-bit Alpha processors) and SimICS (Magnusson et al. 1998, Werner & Magnusson 1997) (originally developed for the SPARC V8 and Motorola 88110 processors).

The SimOS system simulation contains several simulator cores (implementations of the target processor and memory system). These cores use a common state representing the machine and simulated workload; thus it is possible to dynamically switch between them. This enables realistic workloads to be studied at a desired level of detail, with the ‘uninteresting’ sections of the workload fast-forwarded over by a faster core. The fastest core, called Embra, is based on the binary translation of the target computer’s code to that of the host computer. The next fastest core, Mipsey, is based on a fetch-decode-execute interpreter, and is adequate for accurate memory system analysis. The third core, MXS, simulates at a similar level of detail to RSIM.

Recently, SimICS 1.0 has been released (Virtutech 2000) covering several processor families, including SPARC V9 (UltraSPARC I-II) systems. However, as this is a commercial product, little is publicly known about its internal design and techniques of construction apart from the information in the earlier SimICS papers.

For a more complete overview of simulation methods, simulators, and their main concepts and techniques, see Strazdins (2000).

3 Overall Structure and Object-Oriented Design

Our basic approach to the design of Sparc Sulinia is to model the UltraSPARC CPU and memory system as

Figure 1: Simplified Sparc Sulinia class diagram.

is’, using object-oriented techniques implemented in C++. This leads to a modular approach, with modules corresponding closely to the components of the real system, and aids in the readability and understandability of the simulator source. Simplications (and omission of details) of the system’s functional behaviour are avoided where possible, since it is not clear which details will be needed by an OS and which will not.

Figure 1 gives a simplified view of the object structure of the simulator. Most major components inherit the Module class, thus inheriting properties common to system components, and facilities for installation from a scripting interface. These components also must supply an implementation of the reset() method. The components also can inherit common checkpoint capabilities from a virtual Serializable class, and debugging facilities from a Traceable class. Currently there is only one simulator core (UltraSAN: UltraSPARC Simulated Architecture Interpreter); this design allows for the installation of further cores, for example a faster core based on binary translation.

At present one or more UltraSAN and one SparcV9Systembus module at least must be installed from the scripting interface. The UserSim module can then be optionally installed: if present, the CPU implementation will interpret special illtrap instructions for emulating of system calls, and break out of the simulation; this is also used for PROM library call emulation. The reset of the root (Sulina) object in turns resets all installed modules, with the reset of the UltraSAN module also creating a SparcMMU and Caches modules. The CPU::run() method is then invoked from the script to begin a simulation.

At present, for the main part of the simulator source codes (Figure 1), the SPARC V9 (more correctly UltraSPARC) dependent code amounts to ≈ 14,000 lines of C++ (not including automatically generated code; see §3.1). There was little scope to
re-use codes from the existing MIPS64-Sulima codes (Zadarnowski 2000b), for although there are many similar features in both architectures (e.g., top-level caches and the 64-bit add instruction) the semantics are usually slightly different, and it is crucial for complete machine simulators to implement the exact semantics of the architecture.

The architecture-independent code (general Sulima infrastructure, which includes also generic type definitions and integer/bit field functions) amounts to $\approx 5,000$ lines of C++ code. Specialised codes for testing currently amounts to $\approx 3,000$ lines of SPARC assembler and C code.

UltraSAN interprets each instruction to be executed in a standard fetch-decode-execute cycle. This means that timing effects due to groupings and dependencies cannot be accurately modelled at present, most simple instructions, excepting memory operations, merely add 1 cycle to the simulated clock. The fetch stage uses a 32-byte instruction buffer, as does the real UltraSPARC; this reduces the number of calls to SPARCEMU: $\text{fetch}$, and so improves simulator performance.

The simplest way of running the simulator ("booting from main") is to provide an ELF executable to simulate. This executable must be statically linked to a very limited implementation of the C standard library. The simulator loads the executable, using standard ELF libraries to perform this and also locate the address of main. Then execution begins by setting the simulated pc register to this address. If exceptions can occur, a minimal nucleus (including at least a trap table) must be linked in with the executable, and main() must call a specialised initialisation function so that the trap table base pointer register points to this table (and any other desired initialisation). This is useful for simple testing of the simulator. Alternatively, the full boot process involving a reset exception can be invoked, which requires the nucleus to be installed in ROM at the reset exception's vector address, as is done in the OS emulation mode (§5).

The following sub-sections give further details of UltraSAN's implementation: the decode and execute stages, and the trap architecture. Other aspects of the simulator are treated in more detail later in the paper.

3.1 Instruction decoding

During simulation we need to be able to convert a 32-bit SPARC V9 instruction (which consists of an opcode and various operands) into a form which the simulator can use in order to evaluate the required effect of the instruction. This decoding phase must be correct, complete, and efficient.

Other simulators such as SimOS/mipsy (Rosenblum et al. 1993) and Sulima/koala (Zadarnowski 2000a) have taken the approach of jump tables or functions based on partial decodes of the instruction. This approach is difficult for SPARC V9 due to the complexity of the ISA.

This complexity also means that it is difficult to be sure that we decode each instruction correctly.

We use the New Jersey Machine Code Toolkit (Ramsey & Fernández 1998) to generate our decoder. This toolkit uses specifications written in SLED (Specification Language for Encoding and Decoding (Ramsey & Fernández 1997)) and can generate encoders, decoders, and, with the aid of an external assembler, can verify the correctness of the specification.1

1This relies on the correctness of the assembler. Indeed, we found a bug in the Solaris WorldShop Compilers 4.X assembler where a particular variant of the $\text{prefetch}$ instruction was incor-

```c
void UltraSAN::EvalUDIVcc (InstrOperands *ops) {
    Int32 rs1 = ops->get_rs1(), rd = ops->get_rd();
    UInt64 v1 = (UInt64 (v) << 32);
    if (v2 == 0)
        process_exception(EXC_DivideBy0, 0);
    else {
        UInt64 res = v1 / v2;
        int V = 0;
        Int64 mod = (Int64 (v1) << 32);
        if (res >= mod) { res = mod - 1; V = 1; }
        GP<int>(rd) = res;
        Int32 rs2 = bits(res, 31, 0);
        if (bit(rs2, 31) << (1<<Int1*Int2*Int3))
            //...
            V << (1<<Int1*Int2*Int3);
    }
}
```

Figure 2: The UDIVcc evaluation function. This is an unsigned divide of a 64-bit by 32-bit number, where the 64-bit number is created by concatenating the Y register with rs1. The result is 32 bits only, and the condition codes are updated.

We have written a SPARC V9 syntax specification in SLED (Clarke 2000) and have used the toolkit to verify the specification. The generated decoder is 6000 lines of C code in a header file.

Our approach ensures that the decoding is both correct and efficient. It also has the side-effect of being able to generate an encoder for when we wish to write a binary- translating simulator. Completeness is more problematic to prove, but in more than 6 months of testing no opcode and no version of an instruction has been found to be missing.

The simulator uses the decoder to fill in a structure that contains the opcode (a 32-bit enumeration) and a 64-bit operands structure (up to 6 operands). We also have a compile-time optimisation where the I-Cache can also behave as a decode-cache, which reduces the cost of decoding the same instruction multiple times at the expense of storing additional data.

3.2 Instruction evaluation

After decoding the instruction into an opcode and a set of operands, the simulator evaluates the instruction. It does this by looking up a table of evaluation functions (actually, member functions of the UltraSAN class) and calling the function corresponding to the opcode. It passes in the operands as a parameter.

There are 326 evaluation functions in the UltraSAN class, although many of them are quite similar and their implementations are parameterised into macros. For example, we have specialised evaluation functions for each comparison type variant for the BPcc family of opcodes; the only difference between them is which condition-codes to check. To reduce the proliferation of evaluation functions, Bicc (and FBficc) instructions are converted to the equivalent BPcc (FPBficc) instruction.

As an example of evaluation functions, the UDIVcc evaluation function is shown in Figure 2.

3.3 Inline assembler evaluation functions

The example in Figure 2 illustrates the complexity of some of the instructions involved. Attempting to re-
produce the exact behaviour in a high-level language is quite difficult.

Since we are simulating SPARC V9 instructions on a SPARC V9 host we can take advantage of knowing that the result of executing the equivalent instruction directly should be correct. All we need to know are the inputs to and outputs from the instruction; hence the other name of "black-box" simulation.

The compiler provides an interface to inline assembler which we utilise in these evaluation functions. As an example of the inline assembler method, the g++-specific evaluation function for UDIVc is shown in Figure 3.

All the integer operations, floating-point operations and UltraSPARC-specific graphics operations have been implemented using this method, and using a similar method for Sun’s Forte CC compiler. We have portable (non-inline assembler) versions of most of the integer operations, but the floating-point and graphics operations are probably too complex to attempt to simulate portably and efficiently.

3.4 General purpose registers

There are 32 64-bit general purpose registers (GPRs) available at any given moment in SPARC V9 CPUs. SPARC V9 provides a "windowing" mechanism, where 24 of the registers (ins, locals and outs) are a window into a larger set of registers (UltraSPARC has 128 windowed registers). In addition, UltraSPARC has four sets of globals: normal, alternate, MMU and interrupt.

Two or three GPRs are accessed on virtually every instruction, so ensuring fast access to the registers is imperative. Changes of current-window and current-globals occur infrequently compared to register access so our implementations of GPRs reduce the cost of individual register access at the expense of more complex current-window and current-globals changes. The implementations we have tested are:

1. calculate the offset into windowed/global registers for each access;
2. cache the offset for each of globals, ins, locals and outs when they change; and
3. have a scratch set of 32 registers; the main register files are kept up-to-date when the current-window or set of globals change.2

In testing the latter seems to be the most efficient, but it depends on the ratio between the frequency of register-accesses and the frequency of window changes.

3.5 Trap Architecture

The trap architecture can be considered the heart of the CPU and indeed the computer system. The UltraSPARC has a relatively complex architecture supporting five trap levels, including 4 types of reset traps. Moreover, execution at the top level is called the Reset-Error-Debug state (Weaver & Germond 2000). Fortunately, there is a great deal of commonality between the state changes at different levels, allowing a reasonably compact implementation of trap entry and return. Only precise and disrupting traps need be implemented for the UltraSPARC (Sun Microelectronics 1997).

Precise traps are normally called exceptions: these must be detected immediately in the instruction cycle, and the exception of highest priority is then raised before any state changes occur. This can be implemented by the evaluation functions (§3.2) checking for exceptions in order of priority, and returning with the corresponding exception code before any of the (simulated) state is changed. Thus the traditional method of implementing exceptions in simulators — the host-dependent Unix ‘long jump’ facility (Rosenblum et al. 1995, Pai et al. 1997, Zadarnowski 2000b) — is avoided. This improves the readability of the code and avoids the potentially large performance penalty of the ‘long jump’.

Disrupting traps include the invocation of interrupts and reset events, and bus errors/time-out traps. These need not be delivered precisely in a simulator (Zadarnowski 2000a). Interrupts and reset events are invoked in the simulator by the virtual reset() and deliver_interrupt() methods, which set a bit in an ‘events vector’. This vector is checked at the beginning of the instruction cycle, where also timer interrupts invocation are set. On the UltraSPARC, the module invoking the interrupt must also use the UDB interrupt delivery protocol (Sun Microelectronics 1997) by manipulating the corresponding UDB registers, which are implemented in the SparcMMU module.

In a simulator context, bus errors and timeouts can be treated as other exceptions detected by the MMU: they are detected before the corresponding fetch() or data_access() call returns. While this is unrealistic in the sense that they would be detected later on a real system, this should not affect the functional behaviour of the simulator.

4 Memory System Modelling

The modelling of the UltraSPARC memory system, and in particular the Memory Management Unit (MMU), adds considerable complexity to Spice Silita. It accounts for approximately 1/4 of the SPARC-dependent source code for the entire system.

2Optimisations can be made by changing the method of copying the register values to and from the scratch set: the UltraSPARC-specific block copy seems to be the fastest.
Firstly, there are about 60 ASI-addressable registers (including pseudo-registers used to access TLB and cache entries), most of which have several bit fields. These registers are accessed via SPARC V9 ‘load/store alternate’ instructions, which pass the ASI and a virtual address to the MMU (call to the data_access() method). Writes to the registers have to take into account any read-only and ‘sticky-bit’ bit fields in each case.

Secondly, for non-register-access calls, complexity is exacerbated by the need to check for 14 (generally complex) exception conditions; correct setting of the MMU’s fault (error) registers requires these to occur in a block after translation is attempted, which in turn requires determining the context corresponding to the ASI followed by a TLB lookup.

A successful translation returns four attributes: the physical address, whether to bypass the 1st and 2nd levels of cache, and whether the byte ordering is little-endian. The corresponding request is then passed to the appropriate cache or bus module.

Performance is enhanced considerably by caching previously successful translations; in this case a tag is made up from the following fields: the virtual address page number, the ASI, the relevant bits from the CPU’s ‘processor state’ register. A successful lookup would return the 4 attributes mentioned above plus whether the access was writable, and the expensive TLB lookup and exception checks (excluding an alignment check) may be skipped. Invalidation of this translation cache must occur when the TLB or any other register affecting translation is modified. To permit selective invalidation, TLB indices and context identifiers are added to each entry. Two sets of 16 entries were found to be sufficient.

Similar schemes have been used in other simulators (Herrod 1998, Magnusson et al. 1998, Zadarnowski 2000a), but for SPARC V9 the translation caching is necessarily more complex.

To ensure translation caching introduces no errors, a checking mode has been provided. When activated, all initial lookups are regarded as a ‘miss’; this forces the translation to be re-evaluated. Before the translation is inserted into the cache, it is checked if the tag was in fact present: if so, any discrepancy in the new and cached attributes results in the simulation aborting. The other element of this mode is to check that when an exception occurred (which implies an unsuccessful translation), the initial lookup would have failed.

This mode added very little extra code and such a scheme can be similarly incorporated in any kind of computational caching. A subtle error involving the reset of the TLB’s “used bit” upon replacement in a full TLB was detected in this way (an invalidation of the translation cache at that point was missing).

We have chosen to model the SparcMMU: data_access() interface as handling transfers of up to 64-bits wide, with the ASIs corresponding to special UltraSPARC memory transfers being handled by the memory access evaluation functions (logically part of the CPU). Thus, for example, a normal block load (64-byte) operation (ASI = ASL_BLK) is implemented by 8 calls to data_access() with an ASI value of ASLPRIMARY.

The two levels of cache in UltraSPARC are implemented in a standard way, similar to SimOS/Mipsy and MIPS-64 Sulima, except that as this is a complete machine simulator, the proper UltraSPARC ASI-addressable register accesses (which access the cache entries directly) are explicitly implemented in these modules. Any special flags for cache access (e.g., non-allocation upon miss for a block load operation) are passed from the MMU to the caches.

The bus module implements the UltraSPARC System Bus (Sun Microelectronics 1997). It decodes the physical address, discerning between memory and devices, and, for the case of the latter, invoking the read() or write() method for the corresponding device module. The address ranges for the latter must match those returned by the simulated PROM library (§6). It is not clear at this stage whether the lower-level buses (SBus and PCI bus) need be explicitly modelled in a complete machine simulator.

Latencies due to cache and bus accesses are passed back up to the invoking CPU’s memory operation evaluation function, and there the CPU clock is updated accordingly.

Aside from complexity, a serious problem with implementing the UltraSPARC MMU and System Bus is that the publicly available documents are inconsistent and incomplete in several details which might be important to complete machine simulation under an existing OS. The main strategy left to us for dealing with this problem is to study the SPARC-64 Linux or the recently released Solaris kernel sources, to see if these details are likely to matter to the OS, and if so to find what assumption the kernel developer has made.

5 OS Emulation Mode

To aid in the evaluation and debugging of the simulator, an “OS emulation mode” has been developed. This mode can simulate specially linked 32-bit executables that behave as though they are running on the host machine (with respect to files in particular), albeit at a much slower rate (usually between 200 to 300 times slowdown).

The main advantage of this mode is that we can compare the output from the simulated program with that of an almost identical program that is directly executed. We also do not have the complexity of running a full operating system, but we can still test some of the MMU features such as the TLBs and caches.

The main features of the OS emulation mode that set it apart from normal simulation are that a special nucleus is provided that handles most basic exceptions and memory management, and most basic system calls are passed through to the native OS.

System calls are handled completely separately from memory management. The system calls are handled by hooks into the interrupt evaluation function (i.e., external to the simulated machine). The memory management is handled completely within the simulated program by nucleus code that sits in the PROM address space of the simulated System Bus.

5.1 Memory management in OS emulation mode

Since the reset and normal trap tables are included in the simulated code (as a separate file loaded at run-time) we can also test some of the MMU and caching systems. These trap tables are mapped in the I-TLB to a locked, privileged, 64K page where virtual address equals physical address. Nucleus data is given the bottom 8K (VA = PA) of physical memory. The nucleus is not given direct access to any other pages of memory, although it can access physical addresses directly through the ASL PHYS,* alternate address space identifiers (ASIs) and user-level pages through the ASL ASJF USER,* ASIs.

The user-level program is given a fixed amount of physical memory it can use (set at run-time before reset). The relationship between user-level virtual and physical addresses is VA = PA + offset, where offset
is the base address of the executable minus the size of the nucleus data page (currently 8K). User level pages are set to 8K.

Valid user-level virtual addresses range from the base address up to the top of the stack, which is initialised to point to the top of physical memory. Nucleus code maintains a reference to the "brk" point, and any attempt to access a page between the brk point and the stack pointer fails (the simulation finishes with an error indication). Any attempt to grow the brk point into the stack fails, but no check is made for excessive stack growth.

Pages from the base address up to the bottom of the data are not writable, and any attempt to write to those pages will halt the simulation. All valid pages are able to be executed (i.e., can be mapped in the I-TLB).

This basic behaviour — a known fixed relationship between VA and PA, and a fixed set of checks to make to ensure validity — means that it is not difficult to hand code the assembler for the I-MMU and D-MMU miss handlers.

5.2 System call handling

The OS emulation mode uses a slightly modified version of the RSM applications library (RSM 1997) which provides a front-end to the standard basic system calls (open, close, read, write, sbrk, ...). It requires a special final (static) link to produce the executable but no other special (re)compilation is required.

All these system calls are reduced to a particular intrap call, which, when evaluated, is intercepted by the OS emulation code to determine what system call (if any) to emulate. The parameters to the system call are in registers %00, %01, ... and any return value goes in register %0.

5.2.1 Strings and buffers

Dealing with strings and buffers as input and output is reasonably difficult, because it is possible for the page being accessed to not be in the D-TLB. Due to the structure of the simulator we cannot generate the exception and continue the simulation such that the miss handler adds the entry to the TLB and returns to the point where it failed.

We must instead make the system call restartable, so that, up to some point in the emulation of the system call, no user-visible state is changed and the system call can be restarted if necessary.

If an exception occurs when reading from or writing to a buffer, the exception is generated and — as per our normal exception handling — the evaluation completes normally. The simulator will then call the miss handler, which will (presumably) add the page entry to the TLB and perform a retry instruction. The trapping instruction (in this case the intrap system call) will be re-evaluated, this time with that address existing in the D-TLB.

The only problem with this behaviour is that all of the pages of the buffer must be able to be in the D-TLB at once. This limits the size of buffers used in system calls to 504KB — assuming locked page and 63 x 8K pages. The only calls this affects are the read and write system calls, which can be worked around by writing a wrapper around the system call which repeatedly calls the system call one page at a time.

int UserSim::handle_sys_write() {
    Uint64 o = get_o();
    int fd = o;
    VA buf = get_o1();
    Uint8 nbyte = get_o2();
    char *localbuf = charbuf
    int exc = 0;
    memcpy_fromสงคร(localbuf, buf, nbyte, &exc);
    if (exc) return exc; // will retry on page miss
    char *written = &files->write(fd, localbuf, nbyte);
    o = nwritten;
    return 0;
}

Figure 4: An example of a system call handler: the write system call. The actual implementation uses an optimisation where it creates localbuf with the same alignment as buf, so 64-bit copies can be used instead of 8-bit copies.

The open and write system calls provide read-only buffers. Reading from user-level simulated memory has no side-effect (other than a possible exception, which is handled as described above) so we simply copy the buffer into local memory before performing the equivalent system call on the host. The write system call handler is shown in Figure 4.

The read system call is more difficult since it is a write-only buffer. Since we perform the host read into a local buffer before attempting to copy the buffer into simulated memory, if the copy fails then the side-effect of doing the host read will still have occurred and data will be lost. We work around this problem by requiring that the entire buffer exists in the D-TLB before performing the host read: this is done within the read system call wrapper which does a dummy read from the buffer to ensure that it is in the D-TLB before calling the actual read system call.

5.2.2 Files

Simulated file descriptors are mapped to host file descriptors via an array: the index is the simulated file descriptor and the value is the host file descriptor. This is the files member object used in the write system call handler in Figure 4.

5.2.3 Sbrk

The "sbrk" system call is special because the nucleus has control of the brk point, not the system-call handler. To satisfy this, the handler simply generates an implementation-specific exception (0x70) that is handled by the nucleus trap table. All the exception handler needs to do is check whether the requested change is legal (the parameter is given in register %0), perform the change, store the old "brk" point in register %0, and return successfully with the done instruction.

6 OpenBoot™ PROM Library

OpenBoot is a Sun Microsystems trademark for the firmware that controls a computer before the operating system has begun execution. Open Firmware is the non-proprietary name of firmware complying with IEEE Std 1275-1994 (IEEE 1994a).

Open Firmware™ is stored in a ROM (or more often a PROM) and is executed immediately after the computer is turned on. The main tasks of firmware are: test and initialise the system hardware (POST: power-on self-test), determine the hard-ware configuration, provide a device interface to boot

An alternative is to keep user-visible state up to date with what the system call handler is up to so it can continue where it left off. This would require changing the parameters to the system call (e.g., incrementing the buffer address register in the read and write system calls) before generating the exception.

In this paper we often refer to the Open Firmware as PROM.
plugging cards, initialise booting of the operating system and provide interactive debugging facilities for testing hardware and software.

The main advantage of Open Firmware is that new plug-in devices may be added to the system, including ones used for booting, without modification of the main Open Firmware system PROM. Each such device has its own driver usually located in a PROM on the device itself. Thus, the set of I/O devices supported by a particular system is independent of the system PROM.

Often, as it is in the case of SPARC versions of Solaris and Linux, OS kernels use the PROM services to learn about the hardware configuration of the host and perform other, system related tasks. In our specific case we are interested in booting the Linux SPARC kernel on our simulator.

Sun's OpenBoot 3.x source code was unavailable to us and therefore we had to find other ways to make Linux kernel calls to the firmware (PROM) satisfied. We have chosen to emulate PROM calls by using one of the OpenBoot interfaces, namely the client interface.

6.1 OpenBoot Interfaces

The Open Firmware has three interfaces (Sun Microsystems 1997): user, device and client interface. The user interface provides a system administrator with a set of Open Firmware services or commands (FirmWorks 1998) for low level configuration management and debugging of hardware, software and firmware. The device interface enables Open Firmware to identify and use plug-in devices. The client interface (FirmWorks 1997) allows client programs, such as the kernel, to make use of services provided by the Open Firmware.

The central data structure that holds all the information about the particular hardware is called the device tree. It is a hierarchical data structure which mimics the organisation of the system hardware, viewed as a hierarchy of interconnected busses and attached to them devices. An individual device node represents either a hardware bus, a hardware device, or a set of interrelated software procedures or methods. The root node of a device tree is a node representing the computer's main physical address bus.

Each device node may have children (other device nodes) and properties (externally visible data structures describing the node and its associated device), methods (software procedures that may be used to access the device) and data (initial values of private data used by the methods). A node with children usually represents a bus and its associated controlling hardware. Each node has a unique node name.

Properties describe characteristics of hardware devices, software and user choices. Both firmware procedures and client programs may inspect and modify properties. Each property consists of pairs, the property name and its associated property value.

The example of the Sun's "Happy Meal" Ethernet card node with its properties is shown on Figure 5. The other empty nodes are to highlight the hierarchical structure of the PROM's device tree.

6.2 Implementation

The simulation of the whole PROM is rather difficult since the details of the PROM code for a particular hardware is proprietary and certainly not open.

---

Figure 5: Small fragment of Sun's UltraSPARC I OpenBoot PROM device tree. The root node has the address 0029828 in the PROM's physical address space. The first child of the root node is the CPU's node itself (we have concealed the CPU's properties). The next node is the main SBUS node. From the many children of this node we have shown just the hme Ethernet adaptor with its property names and associated property values.

source. A closer look at the Linux kernel reveals that only small part of the whole PROM is used by the kernel. This made it possible to implement only the part of the whole PROM which is used by the Linux kernel. Other PROM-like functionality is directly implemented in Sparc Sulumia itself.

We have chosen to emulate PROM functions by implementing our own device tree structure and the client interface. This solution requires only understanding of the PROM's client interface which is well described in (FirmWorks 1997, IEEE 1994b) and the source code for the client side of this interface. Contrary to the Open Firmware the Linux source is widely available.

The layout of the device tree structure is not so critical, yet following a real PROM's device tree structure will make the implementation easier. We have stored device tree nodes and properties in two separate arrays.

Each real PROM function call in the Linux kernel follows a well defined mechanism. The PROM is entered via the p1275_cmd() function. In this function, the particular PROM service request and its input and output parameters are decoded and placed in the p1275buf structure. Then prom_world(0) function is called which reinstates PROM TLB entries. Then the prom_sif_interface() function saves global registers and turns off interrupts before it hands control over to the PROM. After the PROM finishes all saved registers are restored and we exit PROM service via prom_world(0) call where Linux kernel's TLBs are restored.

In the first instance we have implemented the kernel's own PROM library, i.e., the emulated PROM function calls were handled by the kernel itself. Each of the hundreds of the Linux kernel PROM function calls were eliminated and replaced, one by one, by the kernel's own version of the function. The fact that the real PROM and the emulated PROM could coexist made testing and debugging the code much easier. Although such an approach will suffice it is not very elegant and requires a number of changes to the Linux kernel source.

In the second instance we have used the earlier de-
void UltraSAN::EvalUDIVcc (InstrOperands *ops) {
    ...
    trace = trace_instr;
    %#1x: %udivcc\%<s, s, s>: "
gpr [rd] - %lzu (CCh=\%<s>)\%t: %lzu, %lzu\n",
    pc, prinGP8(rd), prinRegOrImm("%<s>".*ops),
    prinGP8(rd), GPA[](rd), GPA[](rd),
    (UInt32) CCh, v1, v2);
}

Figure 6: Trace code for the UD1Vcc instruction. This adds to code shown in Figure 2.

...0x1e568: subcc o0,-1.g0 : gpr [0]=1 (CCh=0x11) : -1
0x1e56c: bme.size = 2
    cache:fetch = var=1e560 pa=7e60
0x1e560: or g0,0.10 : gpr [16]=0
0x1e564: or i3.10,0.10 : gpr [27]=0
    cache:load = var=500000 size=4 + data=0
0x1e568: ldmw i0=68,i0 : gpr [24]=1.0 (M0[52000c]
0x1e56c: subcc i0,0.g0 : gpr [0]=0 (CCh=0x44)
0x1e570: bme size = 4
    cache:fetch = var=1e564 (CCh=0x80)
    ...

Figure 7: Example tracing output showing both instruction-level and cache-level traces.

we relate it to the source program, using a disassembled binary.

Tracing has also helped with testing particularly complex instructions, such as memory operations. We have written programs in assembler to test special memory operations that are unlikely to be generated from high-level languages; the traces are used to verify the resulting simulation is correct.

7.2 Component-wise testing

One systematic method of development we have used is component-wise testing, where a component is systematically tested in isolation. This has been used in particular for the inline assembler evaluation functions (see §3.3).

For example, the floating-point operations were completely implemented and tested in isolation before integrating with the rest of UltraSAN. To do this, the core components of UltraSAN that were required by the floating-point instructions (in particular, the floating-point registers, and the floating-point status registers) were stripped out into a separate program.

As each floating-point operation was implemented, it was tested individually with several sets of inputs. When the resulting output had been manually passed it was saved so future changes or overall optimisations could be automatically tested.

This framework enabled the floating-point operations to be completely implemented and thoroughly tested in about a week. Integration with UltraSAN took about a day.

7.3 Booting Linux

The ideal complete machine simulator will boot an unmodified operating system. As was described in §6 we have developed a PROM device to assist us in booting Linux.

We have prepared a minimal Linux kernel which supports a very small number of devices, and does not have an init.d, but we have not yet attempted to boot it as the device support is incomplete.

8 Performance

The performance of complete machine simulators is generally specified in terms of a slowdown: the ratio
of the time it takes to simulate a workload and the
time it takes to execute that workload on an actual
system.

The performance of other simulators varies con-
siderably, mostly depending on their timing accuracy
to the real system. For example, Embra, the binary
translating core of SimOS, has a slowdown of only 3 to
9 times, but the level of detail and accuracy provided by
Embra means it is best used for positioning the
workload before using a more detailed, accurate core
(Mipspr or MXXS). Mipspr typically has a slowdown of
15-100 times, and MXXS several thousand times. SimICS
claims a slowdown of around 100 times.

Performance is a critical issue in complete machine
simulation: with a real workload containing billions or
terabytes of instructions, we do not want to have to
wait for days for a result. If a typical workload is only 10
minutes on the real machine, then a simulator slow-
down of 400 times would correspond to just over a
day of simulation time. As an aside, if we had
instruction tracing on for the whole time that would
generate around 2.5 TB of data.

We have already discussed performance issues with
respect to Sparc Sunima earlier in this paper: instruction
decoding and caching (§3.1), inline assembler
evaluation functions (§3.3), general purpose register
access (§3.4), avoiding “long jumps” in handling traps
(§3.5) and caching translations in the MMU (§4).

The performance evaluation of Sparc Sunima to
date has used some basic programs being simulated in
OS emulation mode (§5). Our main benchmark is a
compression and decompression program. It reads in
a large block of the input, and then uses the bzip2 li-

Table 1: Performance comparison of various optimisations of Sparc Sunima OS emulation mode with the bzip2test program. The input is a 213 KB PNG image that does not compress well. “exe” is the native executable. “CC 64-bit” is Forte CC 5.3 (W64U2), options: -xos -xtarget=ultra -xarch=60a (64-bit); “CC
32-bit” uses -xarch=v8plusa; the g++ versions use -o2 -mcu=ultrasparc. “Optimisations” are: “gpr?”
scratch set of gprs ($3.4$); “dc?”; decode caching ($3.1$); “mmute?”; MMU translation caching ($§4$); “all?”:
gprs+dc+mmute; “+ipo?”; use Forte CC’s interprocedural optimisations (this increases link-time considerably).
The host is a Sun Ultra-1 Creator, 167 MHz UltraSPARC, 512 KB E-cache and 256 MB of RAM, running Soloris 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>optimisation</th>
<th>exe</th>
<th>all</th>
<th>+ipo</th>
<th>exe</th>
<th>all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time (s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow-down</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1934</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>912</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>725</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 x 500</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow-down</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000 x 1000</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>2226</td>
<td>2546</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>4139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow-down</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Floating-point performance of Sparc Sunima OS emulation mode using the Linpack benchmark. Compiler was CC 64-bit: “bf” is the blocking factor; for other details see Table 1.

suited to passing around 64-bit values.

Table 2 shows the floating-point performance of
Sparc Sunima’s OS emulation mode with the Linpack
benchmark.

The floating-point performance of the simulator is
similar to the bzip2test results. Notably, the +ipo-
enabled (interprocedural optimisation) simulator was
slower than the normal version with a matrix size of
1000; this is probably due to the overhead in cache thrash-
ing of the +ipo executable is half again as large as the
normal version). With a blocking factor of $I$ (which
uses a less efficient algorithm and thrashes the caches)
the simulator performs much better: this suggests the
simulator’s cache replacement is relatively more effi-
cient than the hardware. With a blocking factor of
64 the native Linpack is highly optimised so the simu-
lator’s slowdown is not likely to be as good as with
normal, less-optimised programs.

In profiling the simulator, the critical phases in
the simulator are: (a) the main run/dispatch loop,
(b) MMU data access, (c) instruction decoding, and
(d) d-cache load and store. (a) and (c) are difficult to
optimise any more. (b) is complicated because of the
number of checks required before allowing each data
access, but is still an area where optimisations can be
made; specialising by data size (using templates) may
help here (and with the caches). (d) can probably be
optimised somewhat by unifying the d-cache and e-
cache, since the d-cache is write-through.

With a slowdown of around 200 to 300 times,
the simulator is comparable to other state-of-the-art
simulators. This is despite the complexity of the
instruction-set and MMU architecture: this complex-
ity means that the regular instruction path is quite
long, and that it is likely that we are frequently miss-

9 Conclusions and Future Work

The implementation of the Sunima UltraSPARC com-
plete machine simulator has so far presented several
major challenges, due to the complexity of the Ul-
traparc ISA and the lack of information on its
lower-level sub-systems. We have incorporated sev-
eral new strategies in order to improve the reliability and/or reliability of the system, including heavily object-oriented implementation to improve modularity and re-use, machine-assisted decoding, the use of inline assembler for computational instruction evaluation, a streamlined trap architecture implementation and PROM library emulation. A major new feature in a complete machine simulator is the capability to dynamically load in an OS emulation mode, which works together with a minimal nucleus loaded from ROM at simulating boot time. For performance improvement, we have implemented caching of expensive computations performed by the simulator: instruction decoding, windowed register access, and MMU translations. With these optimisations we have achieved a slowdown of between 200 to 300 times. Even so, performance will remain a problem for UltraSAN due to the complexity of the 64-bit ISA being simulated, and the emphasis on reliability and modularity we have taken in our approach to modelling the ISA.

Because debugging of such a simulator while running a long instruction sequence (e.g., an OS boot) is potentially very difficult, we have implemented several worthwhile strategies for component-wise testing: separately-callable instruction evaluation functions, tests involving synthetic assembler sequences, and the testing of the emulated PROM library on a real system. The restricted boot modes (boot from main() and the OS emulation mode) also help testing and debugging by permitting the simulation of simpler and shorter test programs than is possible by full OS boot. A multi-level tracing facility which can be independently activated across the main simulator module is also important. Where a high-level of detail is required, we have found it essential to include the results of the state change in question to be included.

However, there is still a significant amount of work to be done before the most critical stage of this project can be achieved: in this case successfully booting SPARC Linux, and then analysing a workload in terms of functionality, minimally console and disk devices must be implemented (possibly requiring modified device drivers to be included in the kernel), SMP functionality must be implemented in the E-cache and System Bus modules, statistics collection facilities must still be added, and improved debug infrastructure (possibly including a gdb interface) developed. Debugging the boot of a complex existing operating system is analogous to porting the OS to a similar but potentially erroneous real computer system: it requires also detailed knowledge of the OS kernel as well. There is surprisingly little described on this critical process in the SimOS and SimICS literature.

Other forms of future work includes implementing a binary translation 'core' for improved performance.
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